Job Announcement
Part-Time/Freelance Videographer/Photographer

Location: Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute – The LESA Center
Troy, New York
Type: Part Time Hourly – Freelance Work
Duration: TBD

Description / Responsibilities
The LESA Center at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) is currently looking to fill a part-time, hourly freelancer position for a videographer/photographer. Ideal candidates should have a solid artistic background, experience using modern video and camera equipment, and be highly skilled at using video/photography editing software. Candidates must be able to create professional quality videos and photographs of engineering-based research, and help develop quality digital content for the Center’s YouTube channel and other social media platforms. Candidates must be able to follow a storyboard and/or scripted video outlines, take direction, and format content for the different digital platforms. This position reports to and works closely with the LESA Marketing and Outreach Manager. Work projects and assignments will be fast-paced with intermittent deliverables throughout the duration of employment. Work schedule will be as needed with possible evening and/or weekend assignments.

Requirements
- Must have previous videography and photography experience
- Must have previous experience using video and photography software
- Must provide digital samples of videography and photography work (digital portfolio, file share or URLs with links are fine)
- Have an excellent creative and professional eye for digital composition
- Excellent attention to detail
- Excellent communication skills
- Experience working in higher education or with researchers is a plus

Interested applicants must send resume, digital, work samples and a cover letter to:
Leah Scott  scottl2@rpi.edu
Danielle Teal  mained@rpi.edu